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Pattern Correction: April #301
These corrections apply to the first printing of April pattern
released in January 2019.

Instructions

1. The cutting layout should include fold and selvage.
CUTTING LAYOUT

VIEW A & B 45” wide {sizes 6mo – 14}
VIEW A & B 60” wide {sizes 10 – 14}

VIEW A & B 60” wide {sizes 6mo – 8}

LINING 45” or 60” wide
{sizes 6mo – 14}

SASH 45” or 60” wide

2. P
 iping is needed for View B not View A in the What To Cut
section. In step #2, disregard the first sentence about
piping.

3. R
 uffle – In steps #1 and #18, it refers to a shoulder mark on the ruffle, the shoulder mark is the center of the
ruffle (the place On Fold line).
4. B
 uttons and Buttonholes – Step should read: With the back of the dress facing up, work buttonholes on the
right-hand side of the bodice, and sew buttons on the left-hand side of the bodice using buttonhole placement
on pattern as a guide.

Pattern

1. F
 or some sizes, the back shoulder seam of the main fabric and the lining is wider than the front shoulder
seam. Simply, trim off the excess at the neckline as shown in the diagram. This will not effect the overall fit or
look of the garment.
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How to Determine Which Pattern Version You Have

As we find printing errors, we will make corrections to the subsequent printings of covers, instructions and
patterns. We began including trackable version codes with the newly branded pattern covers and patterns
with the navy and aqua branding. Make sure to check the version number for the item specified as the covers,
instructions and patterns are all printed separately. Patterns released prior to the navy and aqua branding like
those in the top pink band or paper envelopes do not have a code to track versions.
For covers, the version code is found on the back cover at the bottom. There will be a code like “CC3S-1”. The last
number, in this case 1, is the version of the cover. In this example, this is the first printing of the cover. From time
to time, we may apply a sticker to the covers to fix an error between printings.
For instructions, the same version code is found in the bottom right-hand corner of each instruction page. Each
sheet can be updated separately, so check each page.
For patterns, the same version code is found one each page of tissues. Each sheet can be updated separately, so
check each page.
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